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• Extend to fluorescent sections with 
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Stack score maps to form a score volume for every structure.

Eliminate the effect of global deformation by registering atlas to subject 
via a global 3D affine transform - maximize total overlap between each 
atlas structure and corresponding score volume.

Capture the remaining position/pose variation unique to each structure. 
Find a 3D rigid transform for each structure that maximizes overlap
while penalizing large deviations.

Building a brain atlas is labor-intensive. Traditionally it involves annotating a small number 
of specimens and therefore fails to capture brain-to-brain variations which are essential 
for many applications such as surgical planning and projection area identification. 

We propose an automated atlas building system which produces a probabilistic anatomical 
model and a set of landmark detectors. The texture-based detectors help register section 
series to the model, which describes mean shape/position and position variance of major 
brainstem nuclei and tracts. The model is updateable from registered data. The atlas can 
potentially serve as a framework for compiling cell type and projection data.
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Data: 
• sagittal series from 12 P56 mice
• 20μm Nissl sections, ~400 per brain
• in-plane resol. 0.46μm

Train texture classifiers to separate interior and surround patches 
for every structure using features from a deep neural network. 
Classifiers assign scores to patches on new images with sliding-window. 
Sparse scores are then interpolated to form dense score maps.

Score volumes represent estimate of 
structure positions in subject brain,
providing anchors for aligning to atlas.

Training data collected from annotation

• Reconstruct a volume from each image stack via rigid alignment. 

• Annotate major structures on three brains by hand.
• Reconstruct each structure's surface from contour series.
• Align meshes of same nuclei in different brains by ICP.
• Compute voxel-based probabilistic average shapes.

Atlas structures (colored) aligned with subject brain

Allowing each structure to move independently 
results in more accurate fit to the score volume.

A subject section with atlas contours 
(at 0.5 probability level) overlaid

Atlas overlay after structure-wise registration
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1. Annotate three brains to bootstrap the
pipeline: form initial atlas, train texture 
classifiers.

2. Classifiers detect structures on new image 
series and generate a set of 3D score volumes.

3/4. Align atlas to score volumes via global 
affine transform followed by structure-wise 
rigid transforms.

5. Map back aligned structures in atlas 
space, co-registering all subjects.

6. Update atlas with new means and 
variances of structure positions.

• Align all annotated brains.
• Estimate midplane, compute each structure's nominal centroid position.
• Place average shapes at respective nominal positions to form initial atlas.

Two annotated brains before/after alignment

Apply the inverse of estimated global transforms and map the 
aligned structures back to atlas space. This puts the entire 
subject brain in a standard pose while also carries over the 
structure-wise deviations of the particular subject. Doing this for
all brains brings them into co-registration.

All 12 brains co-registered in atlas 
space. (each color = one brain)

With all brains co-registered in a common space, compute new
nominal position of each structure. Variances are also computed
and used to scale deviation penalty for new data.

initial contour during evolution converged concave hull

• Update average shapes from new data, by allowing more 
flexible structure fitting method than nondeforming rigid 
transforms.
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Large deviation penalty prevents the 
adjacent oculomotor nuclei pair from 
being confused with each other. 

One subject brain (red) mapped in
atlas space (white = atlas)
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• Leverage co-registration results: 
    • Improve classifiers with examples from new brains. 
    • Identify homogenous subvolumes as potential landmarks.

Active contour can capture nucleus shape more closely.

Fluorescent labeling for 
5N and premotor neurons 

Conclusion
We implemented a semi-supervised atlas building system. It
uses landmark detectors to map subjects to a common model, 
which is in turn updatable from registered brains. We derived
a mouse brainstem atlas from 12 section series, and quantified 
the positions (incl. variances) and shapes of 28 structures.
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Initial atlas
contains 28 structures in 
midbrain and hindbrain

Represented as 56 probabilistic volumes, 
one for each structure and each hemisphere.

Surfaces shown
corresponds to 0.5
probability level


